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Developing Countries
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WELCOME!

Introductions

 Where I studied

 PhD in Agricultural and Applied Economics (2001)

 University of Wisconsin

 Dissertation: Asymmetric Information and Credit Rationing: Theory and Empirics in Peru
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Where is Wisconsin?

 Identify wisconsin on US map Identify wisconsin on US map

 Prize??

Introductions

 Where I studied

 PhD in Agricultural and Applied Economics (2001)

 University of Wisconsin

 Dissertation: Asymmetric Information and Credit Rationing: Theory and Empirics in Peru

 Where I teach

 Associate Professor

 Agricultural and Resource Economics, University California – Davis

Di t th  G d t  P  (  t lk  b t PhD’  i  US l t ) Direct the Graduate Program (can talk more about PhD’s in US later)

 Teach & Research in Development Economics
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Where is Davis, California?

Where is California? Where is Davis?
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Introductions

 Where I studied
 PhD in Agricultural and Applied Economics (2001)
 U i it  f Wi i University of Wisconsin
 Dissertation: Asymmetric Information and Credit Rationing: Theory and Empirics in Peru

 Where I teach
 Associate Professor
 Agricultural and Resource Economics, University California – Davis
 Direct the Graduate Program (can talk more about PhD’s in US later)
 Teach & Research in Development Economics

 What I work on
 Small-holder technology adoption & Payment for Environmental Services (Nicaragua, Kenya)
 Rural property rights and land titling (Ecuador)
 Barriers to small-holder market access (Brazil)
 Design and impact evaluation of index insurance for small-holders (Peru, Ecuador)
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What about you?

 Name (how should we call you?)

 Where are o  from? Where are you from?

 Where are you studying?

 What is your field of specialization/research interests?

 What course(s) in development economics have you taken?

Motivation for this Course

 …in a figure…
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From WDR, 2008

Themes of these 3 Days

 Theoretical Underpinnings of Imperfections in Rural 
Financial MarketsFinancial Markets
 Why do asymmetric information and risk make it so difficult to 

write credit and insurance contracts? 
 Do imperfections from one market “spill over” to other markets?
 Are market imperfections asset sensitive?

 Institutional Innovations and Policy Responses to Market  Institutional Innovations and Policy Responses to Market 
Failures: Theory and Empirics
 Property rights reform and credit rationing
 Micro-finance and credit rationing
 Index insurance
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For the rest of today

 This morning: Setting the table
 Brief overview of divergence in development economic theory  Brief overview of divergence in development economic theory 

and policy (Intellectual Openings & Policy Closures)  
 Review of Risk Preferences and EUH
 Agricultural Household models; Non-separability and 

endowment sensitivity

 Afternoon: Endogenous Credit Rationing
 Introduction to rural credit markets Introduction to rural credit markets:
 Naïve model of credit markets: “Lender’s Risk Hypothesis”
 The real world ain’t so simple: “Imperfect info &Rural credit markets: 

Puzzles & Policy perspectives”; Hoff & Stiglitz

 Formalizing things: “Equilibrium Credit rationing of small farm 
agriculture”; Carter (*).

Wednesday: Institutional Responses to 
Credit Market Failures

 Morning: Property Rights Reform & Rural Credit Markets
 The beauty of land titles: 3 short stories by Tim Besley: “Property y y y p y

rights & Investment incentives”(*)
 Oops…what went wrong in Honduras & Nicaragua?
 Problem 1: Heterogeneous credit supply response: “Getting 

institutions right for whom?”. Carter & Olinto (*)
 Problem 2: We forgot about insurance markets: “Risk rationing 

and wealth effects in credit markets.” Boucher, Carter & 
Guirkingerg

 Afternoon: Micro-finance
 Introduction: What’s so revolutionary about Micro-finance? 
 Formalizing things again: “Group lending, repayment incentives, 

and social collateral.” Besley & Coate (*).
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Thursday: Insurance Markets: Challenges 
and Institutional Innovations

 Morning: 
 The costs of uninsured risk
 “Consumption smoothing & Income smoothing”. Jon Morduch. (*)

 Challenges to insurance: Covariate risk & Asymmetric information 
(again!)
 “Insurance” Debraj Ray from text.

 Afternoon: Index Insurance
 The basic idea: “Area-yield crop insurance reconsidered.” 

MirandaMiranda.
 A surprising field experiment in Malawi: “Insurance, credit and 

Technology adoption.” Xavi Gine & Dean Yang. (*)
 Impact Evaluation: Challenges and solutions for research design. 

Pilot program in Pisco, Peru.

Part I: Intellectual Openings & Policy
Cl i  D l t E iClosures in Development Economics
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Michael Carter

Professeur Extraordinairre! Chef Extraordinairre!

Discussion Questions

 What does Carter mean by “Policy Closures”?

 What does Carter mean b  “Intellect al Openings”? What does Carter mean by “Intellectual Openings”?

 What are the two components of “Smithian Liberalism”?
 Methodological Individualism

 Analytical claim that “individuals’ pursuit of their self-interest results in 
a socially coherent and desirable disposition of resources.”

 What does it mean for these components to be “separable”?p p

 What is the difference between “Neoliberal” and 
“Neoclassical”?
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Some Definitions

 Allocation:  An allocation specifies which goods are controlled 
or consumed by each individualor consumed by each individual.

 Productive efficiency:  An allocation is productively 
(technically) efficient if total production of any good cannot 
be increased without reducing production of some other good. 
(i.e., we’re not inside the PPF).

 Pareto Efficiency: ??
 An allocation is Pareto efficient if no one can be made better off 

without making at least one other person worse off.

 Pareto efficiency means that we have productive efficiency AND all 
profitable trades have been exhausted.

Competitive Equilibrium

 An allocation that specifies each consumer’s 
cons mption  each firm’s prod ction and a price for consumption, each firm’s production and a price for 
each product, given an initial pattern of 
endowments such that:
 All consumers maximize their utility (subject to what they 

can afford)

 All firms maximize profits (subject to available  All firms maximize profits (subject to available 
technology)

 All firms and consumers take prices as given
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Fundamental Theorems of Welfare Economics

 First Fundamental Welfare Theorem states that…??
If  ll i  i   i i  ilib i  h  h   If an allocation is a competitive equilibrium then the 
allocation is Pareto efficient.

 Requires that a bunch of conditions hold…we’ll come back 
to these later.

 Second Fundamental Welfare Theorem states that…?
If  ll i  i  P  ffi i  h  h  ll i   b   If an allocation is Pareto efficient then that allocation can be 
generated by a competitive equilibrium for some set of 
prices with the appropriate redistribution of endowment.

 Requires same conditions as FFWT.

 Concepts in a box…

The Power (?) of SFWT:

 “The SFWT represents a significant defense of the market’s 
resource allocation mechanism.  It is the basis of the common 
prescription in public finance that any attainable distribution 
of welfare can be achieved using the market mechanism an 
lump-sum taxes (corresponding to the redistribution of 
endowments).”

 “On this basis, public intervention in the market through direct 
provision of services (housing, education, etc.) is an 
unnecessary escape from market allocation mechanisms with unnecessary escape from market allocation mechanisms with 
their efficiency properties.”

 “Public redistribution of income should be sufficient to achieve 
the desired reallocation of welfare while retaining the market 
discipline for efficient resource allocation.”
 Starr, R.M. 1997. General Equilibrium Theory: An Introduction. 

Cambridge University Press.
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Do you believe in the Welfare Theorems?

 Sufficient conditions?

 Feasibility of carrying out lump-sum redistribution?
 Policy makers would need to know:
 Joint distribution of preferences and endowments of real people.

 People would certainly try to hide information or alter behavior.

 Let’s take a look at the sufficient conditions

Sufficient conditions for FWT’s

 Preference conditions:
 Consumers are self-interested;
 Preferences are characterized by non-satiation for each good (no 

“thick” indifference curves);
 Preferences are “convex” (for SFWT)

 No imperfect competition
 No firm or consumer has market power
 “Price takers not price makers”

 No non pecuniary externalities No non-pecuniary externalities
 No public goods
 Complete markets for time and state-contingent goods

 Related to no asymmetric information (Intellectual Opening #1)

 No increasing returns in production (Intellectual Opening #2)
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Implications of Asymmetric 
Information

 What are examples of asymmetric information?
 How good the motor in a used car is (lemons);

Eff t id d b  k  (l b  k t ) Effort provided by workers (labor markets);
 Riskiness of the investment project chosen by borrowers (credit markets);
 My health status or the riskiness of activities I choose (health insurance);
 Risk management practices followed by farmers (crop insurance)

 What are the two conventional problems associated with asymmetric 
information?
 Moral Hazard

A S Adverse Selection

 What does Carter mean by “endogenous price stickiness”? …why is it 
a problem if quality depends on price?
 Endogenous rationing in markets;
 Or, in extreme, endogenously missing markets.
 Look at graph of credit market equilibrium

Implications of Increasing Returns

 Where do increasing returns come from?
 Learning by doing;
 Learning from others (Knowledge externalities);
 Technological spillovers…
 Agglomeration effects…

 How might policy prescriptions change in the presence of 
increasing returns?
 Static versus Dynamic Comparative advantage
 Industrial policy (debate about E. Asian growth “miracle”)
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Policy Implications?

 A unified set of policies existed under neo-liberalism
 Get states out of the economy.
 Get prices right.

 Why haven’t an equivalent set of policies surfaced around these 
“intellectual openings”?

Part II: Review of Expected Utility
Th
…back to the blackboard

Theory
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Measuring risk aversion

 Let’s play a game…
 References

 Classic:  Hans Binswanger. 1981. “Attitude toward risk: Theoretical implication 
of experiment in Rural India.” Economic Journal. 91.

 Lit Review:  David Just. 2008. “A review of behavioral risk research with 
special application to developing countries.”  Background paper for the World 
Development Report 2008.
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Part III: Agricultural Household Modelsg

Background

 Workhorse model of micro-development
 Motivation:

 Most households in developing countries are self-employed;
 Need a model to capture their behavior (response to exogenous shocks)

 Exogenous shocks: prices, technology, weather (climate change)
 Endogenous responses: Consumption, farm production, labor supply, etc.

 Two Flavors:
 Separable (Markets work well; Production independent from consumption 

decisions and household characteristics)
 Non separable (Markets don’t work well; Resource allocation no longer  Non-separable (Markets don t work well; Resource allocation no longer 

independent; Endowment sensitivity of resource allocation)

 Key references:
 Separable: Singh, Squire & Strauss. 1986. Agricultural Household Models
 Non-Separable: De Janvry, Fafchamps, & Sadoulet. 1991. “Peasant 

household behavior with missing markets: Some paradoxes explained”. 
Economic Journal.
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Separable vs. Non-Separable

Separation Theorem
Corollary to Separation

Theorem

 When a household has 
access to a full set of 
competitive markets, 
production and exchange
decisions are separable 
from consumption and 
l b l d i i

 When a household does NOT 
have access to a full set of 
competitive markets, production
and exchange decisions
become inextricable (non-
separable) from consumption & 
labor supply decisions.

E d h d i

Theorem

labor supply decisions.

 Exogenous market prices
determine resource
allocation.

 Endogenous shadow prices
determine resource allocation.

 Differences in wealth and 
preferences lead to
heterogeneity shadow prices
and thus of production behavior.

To the blackboard…

 Basic Separable Household Model…
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Summary of Separable AHModel

 If we have full set of input, output, & factor markets, 
then we canthen we can…

 Break down household’s optimization problem in 2 
steps:
 Allocate resources to maximize profits (independent of 

preferences and endowments);
 Make optimal consumption choices given maximized 

profits.

 Outcomes are Pareto efficient;
 Patterns of resource allocation are independent of 

households’ endowments and preferences.

Causes of Non-Separability

 Output/Input Market imperfections
 Different sales versus purchase prices due to: Different sales versus purchase prices due to:
 Transaction costs;
 Quality variation.

 Labor market imperfections
 Moral hazard over effort of hired workers drives wedge 

between market wage and “shadow” wage.

 Credit market imperfections Credit market imperfections
 Moral hazard/adverse selection  credit rationing.

 Insurance market imperfections
 Moral hazard/adverse selection  insurance markets weak or 

missing.
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Non-Separability

 If we are in a “Separable” world, do you expect to 
obser e an  difference in prod cti it  ( ields) across observe any difference in productivity (yields) across 
small versus large farms?
 No…we just said that patterns of resource endowments 

would be independent of endowments (Land).

 What about in the real world?

Q 2 Quick look at 2 non-separable models
 Labor market dualism;

 Incomplete insurance markets.

To the blackboard…

 “Peasants and Dualism with and without Surplus Labor” 
A  Sen  1966  JPEA. Sen. 1966. JPE.

 Revisit Sandmo. “On the theory of the competitive firm 
under price uncertainty.” AER. 1971.


